
Phone: (843) - 781 - 3659
Email: poddarp312@gmail.com

LinkedIn: https://linkedin.com/in/prateekpoddar
GitHub: https://github.com/TheRealPrateek

Summary:
Full-stack developer with a background in psychology and the arts. Detail oriented with a passion for efficient,
interconnected code. Always ready to learn and eager to collaborate with a dynamic development team.

Technologies:
JavaScript, React, EJS, Node.js, MongoDB, GoogleOAuth, HTML, CSS, and Git.

Projects:
Guit-archive

Designed, planned, built, and maintained a fully responsive REST-ful web app to host and showcase guitar
tablature using HTML, CSS, JS, Node.js, MongoDB, and Express with EJS. Features include OAuth
authentication, user registration and login, and the ability to create, update and delete guitar tablatures.
Tablatures can also be sorted by song name, or by the name of the recording artist. Each guitar tablature is
showcased on a page that uses EJS templates to pass information from a database.

CodeSquad Comics

Built and maintained a fully responsive REST-ful web app according to designer’s specifications to showcase
graphic novels using HTML, CSS, JS, Node.js, MongoDB, and Express with EJS. Features include OAuth
authentication, user registration and login, and the ability to create, update and delete comics. Each comic card
links to a separate details page that uses EJS templates to pass information from a database.

Experience:

Data entry consultant, Exalt Solutions, October 2023 - February 2024

● Maintained CSP catalog used to track server CPU prices, updated at a weekly cadence
● Worked with QA team to ensure that catalog met best practices and standards of quality
● Regularly maintained Excel spreadsheets containing thousands of records

Independent Developer, Guit-archive, 2022 - Present

● Planned and coded website from scratch to host free guitar tablatures.
● Incorporated community feedback into developing and improving app.
● Utilized HTML, CSS, JS, Node.js, MongoDB, and express.

Musician, self-employed, 2018 – Present

● Performed dozens of shows throughout Boston, New York, and Philadelphia.
● Financed and recorded singles, EPs, and albums by crowdfunding, applying for grants, and utilizing

both personal and third party recording studios.
● Worked with local press outlets and venues to book and promote shows.

Education:
CodeSquad

A 6 month intensive focused on full-stack web development and gaining competency with HTML, CSS,
JavaScript, React, Node.js, MongoDB, and Express. 2023 - 2024.

Allegheny College

BS Psychology, 2010 - 2014.
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